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Technological development of the MAPOWER II twopost lift series
• The MAPOWER II ML2C (E) two-post lift series by MAHA has been garnering worldwide approval
in the year following its introduction. This was an excellent basis for the Allgäu-based manufacturer
to further optimise this product in order to meet the high demands of international customers and
to further increase the quality level.
Haldenwang, 15 January 2018. The new MAPOWER II ML2C (E) two-post lift by MAHA has been
available for one year, and has since been enjoying a stellar reputation worldwide, and it is not for this
reason alone that vehicle manufacturers such as Mercedes-Benz, VW and BMW have issued product
recommendations for this two-post lift series by MAHA.
The MAPOWER II ML2C (E) lift series is extremely sturdy, has a functionally sophisticated design and
– thanks to being made in Germany – boasts a high level of production quality. Thanks to its sophisticated design and high-quality materials, this lift has a long service life and is put to highly reliable use
around the world as a quality product.
Safety is a priority at MAHA
A technological development will be underway for some models from the MAPOWER II series as of
spring 2018: the models with a load capacity of 3.0 and 3.5 t will also be equipped with an electromechanical braking system, which has so far only been installed in models with a higher load capacity
of 4.5 or 5.5 t. This highly effective braking system is permanently active in the lift’s idle mode and is
only electromagnetically triggered automatically during raising and lowering cycles, guaranteeing maximum operational safety and also significantly increasing the drive’s efficiency. This additional safety
feature ensures that MAHA continues to expand on its leading role in the field of technology and safety.
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More information released by MAHA is available on the Internet:
www.maha.de/news and www.maha.de

MAHA – an overview:
MAHA Maschinenbau Haldenwang GmbH & Co. KG, with its brands MAHA, SLiFT and hetra, is one
of the world’s leading manufacturers of workshop and vehicle inspection equipment. MAHA’s product
portfolio covers all areas, spanning inspection and safety engineering, chassis equipment, vehicle lifts,
power measurement, diagnostic tools and emission analysis technology. MAHA’s ability to link devices in one intelligent network makes it an effective business partner for any vehicle manufacturers, inspection organisations and workshops that deal with cars, utility vehicles, motorcycles or agricultural
machinery. The complementary services that the company provides, in the areas of planning, training
and service, complete the portfolio. As a company with an international outlook, MAHA operates a total of four production sites in Europe, Africa and the USA and a global sales and service network in
over 150 countries. As at 31 March 2017, the company employed a total of 1,348 staff worldwide. In
the previous fiscal year, its sales exceeded €170 million. When the pioneer Winfried Rauch set up the
business and manufactured the first brake test bench in 1969, he laid the foundations for a company
that is now able to shape the future of mobility worldwide. On top of this, the company takes on a
high level of social responsibility with the MAHA foundations and further bolsters confidence in all its
products and services as reliable investments.
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